Best of 2019

SARAH

Sweeping up the Heart
Sarah Henkes

New Kid
Jerry Craft

Queen of the Sea
Andrea Tatar

Scary Stories Young Foxes
Joshua Gannaway

Genesis Begins Again
Jason Reynolds

Nikki Grimes

KAT

Pride Colors
Jordan Stevenson

Crab Cake
Andrea Tatar

Where Are You From?
Jaime Kim

Intersection Allies
Makyla Brimhall

Sarah Maria Griffin

CALLIE

Vamos!
Let’s Go to the Market
Katie Varley

When Sadness
Is at Your Door
Eve Ewing

Skulls!
Isabel Quintero

My Papi Has a Motorcycle
Juliet Brown

The Okay Witch
Alyssa Gourley

Orchestra
Carolyn Crandall

The Fate of Fausto
Samantha Berger

Maker Lords
Chris Schweizer

The Consumer
Amanda Cobb Flanigan

Lost Coast
Amy Rose Capito